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Spectra Par Outdoor 100 Watt LED Wash:
The rugged die-cast aluminum housing of the Spectra Par with a 100 watt LED light source.
Rated IP65 for use outdoors or indoors. Silent convection cooling. Choice of 4 LED light sources:
RGBA (red, green, blue, amber), RGBW (red, green, blue, white), 3000K white, or 3000K to
6000K adjustable white. Available as pipe mount or for use with the Altman Smart Track. The fixture can be quickly changed from a spot to medium to flood by inserting one of the 4 included
glass lenses for a light beam from a very narrow 6° to an oval wide flood of 18° x 41° . Optional
very wide flood lens produces a beam of 56° by 56°. Low friction, hi-temp lens holder with plastic
handles can fully rotate the lens to adjust the light beam. The front accessory holder has 2 slots to
handle a color frame and a barndoor, and a self-closing, locking retaining latch for safety. Standard color is black. For white or silver, replace -B at end of catalog number with -WH=White or
-SL=silver
DMX-512 control in/thru using Neutrik X-HD IP65 rated 5-pin XLR connectors on 6’ pigtails, so
fixtures can be daisy chained up to 12’ apart with out any additional DMX cables. RDM compliant.
Rear control panel with multiple on-board control options of dimming. Internal power supply is
self-adjusting for 100 V to 240 V 50/60 Hz.. ETL, cETL, and CE listed for indoor use. Altman
brand.
Spectra PAR Outdoor
Link to data sheet
Link to operation manual for Spectra series

Fixtures include safety cable, a 6’ black power input cable bare end (no plug), and 6’ DMX in/thru
control cables. Power can not be daisy chained. Fixture housing is standard black. For optional
white or silver color housing, change -B at end of catalog number to -W for white, or -S for silver
when ordering. White fixtures are shipped with white power cable.
SSPAR-RGBA-B
SSPAR-RGBW-B
SSPAR-3K-B
SSPAR-3K6K-B

Spectra Par, RGBA LED arrays , black housing .....................$ 1276.00
Spectra Par, RGBW LED arrays , black housing ....................$ 1276.00
Spectra Par, 3000K white LED arrays , black housing............$ 1276.00
Spectra Par, 3000K to 6000 K white LED arrays, black ..........$ 1276.00
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Accessories for Spectra Par:
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8-CFB
8-BD-4
SP-BD4
8-SN
510
LOUV-10DIA
18-0114
SC-36-BK

8-BD-4
barndoor

Color frame, 10” x 10”, black ...........................................................$
4 door, 8 leaf barn door, black .........................................................$
Low profile and light weight 4-leaf barn door, black.........................$
Snoot, black .....................................................................................$
Standard black iron c-clamp ............................................................$
10” dia, 1/4” honey comb louver to reduce spill light, black .............$
Optional extra wide flood spread lens, 56° by 56°. ..........................$
Safety cable, 36” black, included with Spectra Par..........................$

6.40
78.40
70.40
23.20
10.40
64.00
12.80
7.00

Installed male 20A stage pin plug....................................................$
Installed male 15A Edison plug .......................................................$
Installed male 20A Twist-lock plug ..................................................$

23.00
27.00
27.00

Factory installed options for Spectra Par:
The StarPar fixture can be ordered with optional methods of mounting on to metal strut, an electrical box canopy, or with a lighting track adapter. These options are to be factory installed only,
and are subject to availability.

SP-BD4
barndoor

Snoot

Coil Cord
Canopy
Unistrut

Coil cord 2’-7’, with molded Edison connector.................................$
A canopy mount electrical fitting attached to the light yoke. ............$
A bracket plate is fastened to the light yoke for attachment of the
Spectra Star Par to metal strut (Unistrut, Multi-strut, etc.) The required spring nuts and other hardware is to be furnished by others$

40.00
32.00

20.00
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Spectra Pars linked in DMX daisy chain
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